Lead-In
While global news networks mull the larger implications
of the new president, stations keep their eyes on local angles
BY DIANA MARSZALEK

A

S THE GLOBAL MEDIA masses
in Washington to size up a presidential
inauguration without precedent,
D.C. stations see plenty of opportunity
to keep their focus on the effect the Trump
era will have on the local community. They
are also planning to put a major emphasis
on digital platforms as they cover the events
of Jan. 20.
“We are trying to make our digital presence as large as possible,” says Matt Glassman,
NBC-owned WRC’s assistant news director,
adding that the station’s website and apps
give the station the ability to expand coverage
beyond the norm. “We really want to focus on
the fact that people want to see what’s going
on outside the official stuff.”
Construction workers built the center media riser on the West Front of the U.S. Capitol
For WRC, that includes live streaming all
building in preparation for Donald Trump’s taking the oath of office as president on Jan. 20.
day from the historic building that houses the
Bayou Bakery on Capitol Hill. Anchors will
ences, and use them as part of WTTG’s feed, he says.
be casually camped out there, chatting about
“We’ll be doing a lot of interactivity with our viewers,”
inaugural festivities and their impact on Washingtonians,
McGonagle says.
covering topics like whether the Trumps will frequent local
Staffers from WUSA, Tegna’s CBS affiliate, and WJLA, the
restaurants the way the Obamas have done. Guests will
Sinclair-owned ABC affiliate, will also be out in full force.
pop in throughout the day, as will reports from staffers
WUSA’s Inauguration Day coverage, which will be
spending the day in the field.
an all-day affair on-air and online, will cap off a monthWTTG, the Fox O&O, is banking on social media to
long, multiplatform initiative that encouraged viewers
be the defining tool that will enable the station to “give
to share questions and concerns about the election and
a modern feel to this inauguration coverage,” says news
incoming president. Those conversations spurred stories
director Paul McGonagle.
on-air and online.
That includes reporters broadcasting live from key sites,
“We wanted to verify people’s questions and find solusuch as the inaugural parade route, via Facebook Live. The
tions to issues impacting each person,” says VP and station
station also plans to use Banjo, the social media aggregator,
manager Michael Valentine.
to access posts from people who are sharing their experi-

Building on Sacred Ground
In a Greenwich Village building best known to New Yorkers as the
longtime home of Tower Records (and for a time the Major League
Baseball FanCave), AOL has opened a streaming studio dedicated to
its Build platform. Build streams more than 75 live events monthly
from London and New York, averaging four hours per day of musical
performances, interview sessions
and comedy sets. On opening day
Jan. 12, AOL CEO Tim Armstrong
and New York City Mayor Bill de
Blasio watched Kat Graham perform
as guests ascended the same staircase and saw the same Joy Division
and Clash posters that graced Tower
back in the day. —Dade Hayes
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CLEARANCE SALE
PRICE FOR TV
CLEARING COST

I

t looks like the FCC’s spectrum auction could actually
close soon, given how low
broadcasters’ asking price has
dropped. It is admittedly for less
spectrum, 84 MHz versus 126
MHz, but the price is now less
than an eighth of that.
TV broadcasters in stage 4 of
the reverse portion of the FCC’s
incentive auction have set a new
price (cost) for clearing off their
TV spectrum: $10,054,676,822.
That is a huge drop from the
previous round and indicates a
number of wireless operators
might be able
to love, or at
least meet,
so long as
the average
price in the top markets also
meets the second prong for closing the auction successfully. It
is a far cry from the $86 billion
broadcaster asking price when
the auction began, though that
was for much more spectrum.
That $10,054,676,822 is
how much the government will
have to pay—actually it will be
wireless companies if/when the
auction finally closes for good—
to move broadcasters off 84
MHz of spectrum so it can offer
it to forward auction bidders
for wireless broadband. That is
down from the $43 billion broadcasters wanted for 108 MHz in
stage 3.
The 84 MHz translates to
seven licenses of 10 MHz apiece
(5 uplink and 5 downlink) in
each of the 416 partial economic
areas (the auction version of
“market”), all unimpaired.
Stage 4 of the reverse
auction ended Friday the 13th;
now it will be up to wireless
bidders to determine if that was
a lucky number. It would certainly appear to be low enough
to get their attention. If there
is a God, Stage 4 closes,” said
Preston Padden, former executive director of the Expanding
Opportunities for Broadcasters
Coalition. —John Eggerton

SPECTRUM
WATCH
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D.C. Stations Go Multiplatform
For Trump’s Inauguration
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THEY SAID IT

TCA Carousel: Donuts,
Pure Heroin, and More Donuts?
You Betcha!

“It was really a really cool
meeting. In the beginning we
talked a lot about golf and
things like that, and people we
knew and people in common,
and then we got down to the
crux of it all. He’s introduced
me to Ben Carson, who is
now the new head of Housing
and Urban Development, and
we’re gonna team up and see
if we can bring about some
positive change in the inner
cities, which I felt was my only
agenda, and he agreed. And he
wants to do something and he
realizes he needs some allies
in that department.”
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—Talk show host Steve Harvey after a meeting Jan. 13 with
President-elect Donald Trump at Trump Tower.
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PEOTUS Trump and Harvey

At the TCA press tour (1) MARK
PEDOWITZ, The CW president,
talked up drama Riverdale, a dark
take on the Archie Comics universe,
which debuts Jan. 26. Pedowitz described it as The OC meets Twin Peaks.
A day later, CBS All Access offered a
peek at Good Wife spinoff (2) The Good
Fight, which premieres Feb. 19. After
making their name in broadcast,
creators ROBERT and MICHELLE
KING seem to like life in SVOD
Land. “It’s only 10 episodes,”
Robert says, “which Michelle
and I are very excited about.”
After CBS’ (3) Superior Donuts panel
offered, yes, giant donuts, Showtime
rolled out the Krispy Kremes for (4)
Twin Peaks, which DAVID NEVINS,
president and CEO, described as the
“pure heroin” version of DAVID
LYNCH. It begins May 21. Showtime’s drama (5) I’m Dying Up Here,
which sounds like a network entertainment president having a hard
time with tough TCA questions, is

actually about comedians in early-’70s
Hollywood. That rolls June 4. ABC
entertainment chief (6) CHANNING
DUNGEY was excited to talk up gay
rights miniseries When We Rise, which
rolls on Feb. 27. Backlash be damned,
suggested Dungey: “You have to
follow your gut and your passion, and the storytellers whose
stories you want to share.” Fox’s
Shots Fired, about racially charged
shootings in a small southern town,
doesn’t shy away from controversy either. “We shot probably the most
current show you’ll ever see,”
said star (7) RICHARD DREYFUSS.
That one starts March 22. A day later,
(8) EWAN MCGREGOR and the rest
of FX’s Fargo cast took to the stage
to talk about season 3, which debuts
in late April. McGregor admitted
he was late watching the first two
seasons, but Fargo’s oddball charms
quickly hooked him. “I was pretty
grabbed by it…I was obsessed by
it,” he said. “And here we are.”
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THE WATCHMAN

Deputy Editor Michael Malone’s weekly look at the programming scene

During Dog Days of TCA, ABC Comedy Is Downwardly Mobile
IT WAS AT ABC’S upfront last
spring when Channing Dungey,
newly installed entertainment
president, recited an old Hollywood
truism. “If you don’t want your
phone call returned,” she said,
“pitch a show about a dog.”
She was talking about comedy
Downward Dog.
A talking dog show can’t possibly
work.
Or can it?
Well, the trailer is endearing, and

Downward Dog

the cast, including Allison Tolman,
formerly of Fargo, and Lucas Neff,
last seen as Jimmy on the late,
pretty good Raising Hope, was having nothing short of a ball during
their bow-wow powwow at TCA.
They repeatedly cracked each other
up, and their untethered enthusiasm even got a bit of a rise out of
the staid critics in the crowd.
Yet there’s a formula at TCA for
figuring out hits, and misses, based
on show panels. In short, you add
up the number of reporters
clamoring for a microphone
with which to ask a question,
factor in how many of those
are the association’s old
guard, and subtract the total
number of laughs on stage.
“When a panel giggles a
lot, the show doesn’t make it
to episode 5,” said one vet of
the press gatherings.
We’ll have to wait til summer for Downward Dog. Neff,

who plays a struggling magician—a
“transitioning wizard,” in his words—
calls it “the most cinematic thing
you’ll see from a network TV show.”
He invokes Freaks and Geeks and
Arrested Development in terms of
Dog trying to do something different. Of course, those two didn’t last
long. “I got into this to try to make
something that feels special, that
feels innovative,” Neff said. “I could
care less about just surviving.”
Neff himself has a “massive
legion of monsters” at home: Two
terriers, a Labrador and a dachshund/pit bull mix (Yes, you can mix
a dachshund and a pit bull).
Elsewhere at TCA in Pasadena,
Luke Perry, star of CW’s Archie
Comics drama Riverdale, could
be seen with his dog Penny
at his side just about everywhere
he went. Perry made his name
almost three decades ago in high
school drama Beverly Hills 90210,
and finds himself in a high school
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The CWs Riverdale

drama once again.
What’s different this time
around? Kids today, he says, don’t
have the same urgency when shooting scenes, since digital production
doesn’t cost nearly as much as film
reels did back in the day. “You had
to get it right, had to be in focus
when you just had a couple shots,”
he told B&C. “This is a much more
forgiving medium now.”
As a result, says Perry, actor
kids today are “lazier.”
But Perry’s on-screen son
Archie, played by New Zealander
K.J. Apa, got the last laugh
when asked if he’d ever watched
90210. “I didn’t,” the young
whippersnapper answered. “But
my mom definitely did.”
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